2010 Pinot Noir
Wolff Vineyards
THE VINTAGE:! Our 2010 Pinot Noir is sourced from single block vineyard grapes planted from four Dijon
clones. The vines are situated on steep slopes with maximum southern exposure in Edna Valley. They are
grafted on two different root stocks best suited to the specific soil conditions,
sun and wind exposure.
THE VINEYARDS: Wolff Vineyard is one of the oldest vineyards in the
Edna Valley Appellation and is located on the 125 acres of ecologically
friendly property. Owned and operated by Jean Pierre Wolff. The vineyard
includes 37 acres of Pinot Noir.
TASTING NOTES: “Ripe Bing cherry, red plum and strawberry fruit
with hints of rose petal, black tea, anise/herb and oak spice. Supple and
vibrant on the palate with a combination of tart and ripe red fruits and citrus
balancing oak notes of coffee and spices. Delicious now and will do well over
the next 6-8 years.” -Tim Gaiser- Internationally renowned wine expert and
lecturer- Adjunct Professor for the Rudd Center Professional Wine Studies,
Napa Valley
ACCOLADES:
•2014 San Francisco Chronicle Wine Competition- Gold Winner
•2014 San Francisco Pinot Shootout- Gold Winner, out-placed our
2009 Pinot Noir which was 2nd out of 440 Pinots in the 2013 11th
Annual San Francisco Pinot Shootout
Appellation: Edna Valley
Aging: 18 months in 100% French Oak (30% New), 24 month in the bottle
pH: 3.67
Brix: 24.3
Alcohol Content: 14.5%
Wine Maker: John Thunen
Contact: Kate Morris / kmorris@doublebondwine.com / 775.691.2434
	
  
	
  
Double Bond Wine founders, John Klacking and John Thunen decided back at
the beginning, that to keep the wine at optimal quality they need to have the opportunity to choose the best
grapes for each varietal and vintage of wine. The pristine wines that they are proud to offer have been hand
selected from premium vineyards from the Central Coast, all which are self-sustaining farms. From the
selection of the best grapes, to the aging in premium French oak barrels, Double Bond is able to produce single
vineyard wines that they are truly proud of.

